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a city 
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PeoPle
We support our community 
members - whatever their age, 
sex, physical ability, socio-
economic status, sexuality, or 
cultural background - to feel like 

they can be active, healthy and 
valued. We plan and design for 
our growing city, including safe, 
healthy and high-quality public 
spaces.
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the publication is a snapshot in time based on historic information which is liable to change. The City of 
Melbourne accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence 
which may arise from you relying on any information contained in this report.
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sites, Rowley, S. and Phibbs, P. (2012), AHURI Final Report No.193. 
Melbourne: Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute.

•	 Affordable housing, urban renewal and planning: emerging 
practice in Queensland, South Australia and New South Wales, 
Davison, G. et al. (2012) AHURI Final Report No.195. Melbourne: 
Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute.

•	 Renovating Housing Policy, Kelly, J-F., Hunter, J., Harrison, C., 
Donegan, P., 2013, Grattan Institute, Melbourne.
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R., Lawther, P., Woodcock, I. and Tucker, D., 2014, University of 
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welcome

The City of Melbourne is the fastest 
growing municipality in Australia. 

Our residential population has 
doubled to more than 116,000 
people since 2001. By 2021, it is 
expected to grow to more than 
150,000 people and almost 200,000 
by 2031.

We need to accommodate and plan 
for this growth. 

The City of Melbourne has 
developed this draft strategy, Homes 
for People, to look at ways we can 
improve the affordability and design 
of housing to meet the diverse 
needs of our residents.

The strategy outlines three main 
goals: to provide more affordable 
homes for low and moderate 
income earners, improve design 
and environmental standards of 
new apartments and ensure the 
community is equipped with the 
knowledge and information they 
need about good quality housing.

We invite you to have 
your say on Homes for 
People during the six week 
consultation period, from 11 
June to 27 July 2014 at  
participate.melbourne.vic.
gov.au/homesforpeople
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homes for people
snapshot
Our aspiration

Housing is a fundamental human need 
and the foundation of a good quality of 
life. It plays an important role in people’s 
health and wellbeing, in people’s ability 
to access jobs, in bringing communities 
together and in shaping our city. Homes  
are private places to retreat, to relax, 
unwind and sleep, to cook, socialise, 
study or work, to raise children, to 
recuperate, to celebrate and to just be.

This draft Housing Strategy, Homes 
for People, a priority action for the 
City of Melbourne, helps achieve our 
established aspiration for an inner and 
central city where housing is affordable, 
well-designed and meets the diverse 
needs of our residents. It concentrates 
on new housing in our growth areas 
(our urban renewal areas and the 
Hoddle Grid) where the majority of new 
housing will occur. The strategy focuses 
on apartments as they are, and will 
continue to be, the predominant housing 
choice in the municipality.

It is based on a thorough evidence base 
to provide clear, achievable actions that 
the City of Melbourne can do within our 
local government role and our sphere 
of influence. A commitment to ensuring 
everyone can enjoy a good quality of 
life, now and into the future, underpins 
this strategy.

Future Living

We began a housing conversation in 
2013 with the release of our discussion 
paper Future Living, which identified 
the current housing challenges in the 
municipality. We engaged extensively 
with the community and industry 
stakeholders on how we could help 
overcome the barriers currently in place 
to achieving our aspiration. 

We heard that the City of Melbourne 
has a good understanding of housing 
issues and is well placed to act, working 
in partnership with key stakeholders to 
help achieve our aspiration.

Housing challenges

Housing is one of the most broad and 
complex issues faced by cities today 
and Melbourne is no exception. We have 
identified some key pieces of knowledge 
around housing in the City of Melbourne 
that help us understand and address the 
challenges we face. They are:

•	 Government has an important role in 
influencing housing outcomes 

•	 Affordability means different things 
to different people

•	 There is a need for more affordable 
(subsidised) housing in the 
municipality

•	 The number of vacant apartments is 
increasing, without a drop in rental 
prices

•	 Tax structures favour homeowners 
and property investors

•	 Our problem is not land supply

•	 High land values and construction 
costs are impacting affordability, 
housing mix and design quality

•	 Development finance and viability are 
crucial to deliver new housing

•	 Investors have a dominant influence 
on the (lack of) housing mix and 
quality

•	 Buying a home in the inner city 
is outside the reach of many 
households

•	 High levels of housing supply isn’t 
delivering a good housing mix and 
social diversity

•	 Quality, amenity and performance are 
decreasing while density is increasing

•	 The majority of high-rise housing 
in our municipality delivers poor 
environmental performance

•	 Mix and affordability impact on 
long-term community building and 
support for a vibrant cultural life

Homes for 
People helps 
achieve our 
established 
aspiration for 
an inner and 
central city 
where housing 
is affordable, 
well-designed 
and meets 
the diverse 
needs of our 
residents.
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1. Affordable housing on City 
of Melbourne owned land

Consider a ‘Boyd High School style’ 
model for delivery of affordable 
housing on Council owned sites 
that are redeveloped for housing in 
the future.

2. Development bonuses

Support development bonuses 
to incentivise the provision of 
affordable housing through 
the planning scheme in Arden-
Macaulay and encourage in 
other new urban renewal areas 
(Fishermans Bend and E-gate).

3. Inclusionary zoning

Require 15 per cent affordable 
housing (subsidised) through 
inclusionary zoning in the planning 
scheme in all growth areas (urban 
renewal areas and the Hoddle Grid).

4. Victorian Apartment Design 
Standards (underway)

Work with the Office of the 
Victorian Government Architect 
and other key stakeholders to 
deliver the Victorian Apartment 
Design Standards.

5. Ratings tool

Work with the Office of the 
Victorian Government Architect 
and other stakeholders to create 
a ratings tool for new housing 
development.

6. Higher density living paper

Partner with the Office of the 
Victorian Government Architect 
and other stakeholders on a good 
design and higher density living 
paper.

7. Good housing campaign

Develop a campaign to help raise 
awareness of good housing.

8. Resident surveys

Undertake surveys of residents 
living in apartments in new high 
density developments to help 
inform future actions, policies and 
the market.

9. Inner city coordination

Coordinate the successful delivery 
of local housing strategies with the 
Metropolitan Planning Authority, 
members of the Central Subregion 
and the Inner Melbourne Action 
Plan.

10. Housing Advisory 
Committee

Set up a Housing Advisory 
Committee to help develop 
evidence, knowledge and 
partnerships with industry and 
community stakeholders and help 
implement the Housing Strategy. 

11. Annual reporting

Report annually to the Future 
Melbourne Committee on the 
implementation of the Housing 
Strategy.

12. City of Melbourne 
Apartment Design 
Standards (if required)

Develop a planning scheme 
amendment for improved 
apartment design quality in the 
municipality to complement the 
Victorian-wide standards.

Our housing goals

Homes for People has the following three goals that will help us achieve our aspiration. The goals address our 
housing challenges and have been strongly informed by industry stakeholders and the wider community. They are 
interdependent and are required for the long term sustainability and liveability of Melbourne.

The City of Melbourne has identified the following 12 actions to be delivered over the next three years to 
help achieve our goals. The actions work together, as in some instances an action may help to deliver more 
than one goal.

goal 1 goal 2 goal 3
Help provide at least 1721 
affordable homes (subsidised) 
for low and moderate income 
earners by 2021

improve the design 
quality and environmental 
performance of new 
apartments

foster a high level 
of awareness and 
knowledge around good 
housing outcomes
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part one
our asPiration 
anD cHallenges
In this part you will find out: 

•	 Why we have produced a housing strategy and 
what the strategy covers

•	 What we learnt during our community engagement 
on Future Living

•	 The key pieces of knowledge around housing that 
together help us understand and then directly 
address the challenges we face 
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1. What are we trying  
to achieve?

Our aspiration

The City of Melbourne’s vision is to be 
a bold, inspirational and sustainable 
city. It is important that we meet our 
responsibilities to our community and 
do the most that we can within our 
sphere of influence to achieve positive 
housing outcomes for the city. 

To this end, the preparation of this draft 
Housing Strategy, Homes for People, is 
a priority action for the organisation. It 
helps achieve our established aspiration 
for an inner and central city where 
housing is affordable, well-designed and 
meets the diverse needs of our residents 
(derived from our Municipal Strategic 
Statement in the Melbourne Planning 
Scheme).

The importance of housing

Housing is a fundamental human need 
and the foundation of a good quality of 
life. It plays an important role in people’s 
health and wellbeing, in people’s ability 
to access jobs, in bringing communities 
together and in shaping our city. Homes  
are private places to retreat, to relax, 
unwind and sleep, to cook, socialise, 
study or work, to raise children, to 
recuperate, to celebrate and to just be.

Housing plays a critical role in the 
economy by stimulating investment and 
job growth. Buying a home is typically 
the largest purchase an individual 
will make in their life, undertaking a 
significant debt commitment for longer-
term financial security. Eighty five 
percent of new apartments are being 
purchased by investors emphasising the 
importance housing plays as a financial 
product in the municipality.

Many of the current challenges in 
delivering our aspiration derive from 
this dual, sometimes competing, role 
that homes play as a financial asset 
and as the foundation of a resident’s 
or community’s health and wellbeing, 
whether as renters or owners. 

Future Living

We began a housing conversation in 
2013 with the release of our discussion 
paper Future Living (City of Melbourne, 
2013d) which was informed by an 
expert industry panel and background 
evidence papers. Future Living identified 
the current housing challenges in the 
municipality as:

Declining housing affordability

•	 Insufficient affordable housing for 
vulnerable community members

•	 Poor access to affordable housing 
for low income key workers

•	 Rising costs of housing outpacing 
growth and inflation

Poor diversity of housing choices

•	 Housing designed as an investor 
product

•	 Predominance of 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments 

•	 Lack of schools impacting demand 
for family living in the city

•	 Lack of resilience in housing stock

Poor quality design and amenity

•	 Shrinking apartment sizes

•	 Poor apartment layout and amenity

•	 Poor environmental performance
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Feedback from the community on 
Future Living generally favoured issues 
and options around housing affordability 
and design quality rather than housing 
diversity. This was consistent with the 
findings from industry stakeholders who 
suggested that a diversity of housing 
choices could be seen as an outcome 
of more affordable and better quality 
homes. Options to improve the design 
quality, amenity and environmental 
performance of housing were seen as 
more important to residents already 
living in the municipality, whereas those 
who aren’t placed a greater emphasis on 
housing affordability.

Most importantly, we heard that the City 
of Melbourne has a good understanding 
of housing issues and is well placed 
to act, working in partnership with 
key stakeholders to help achieve our 
aspiration. 

More detailed findings of this 
engagement are referenced throughout 
this strategy and detailed in Future 
Living Community Engagement Findings 
(City of Melbourne, 2013c).

Figure 1.1: Our process of producing a Housing Strategy

744
pop-up and online 
participants during the 
community engagement 
on Future Living
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Victorian Government context

Plan Melbourne, the Victorian 
Government’s Metropolitan Planning 
Strategy released in 2014, generally 
supported the findings of Future 
Living, in particular the need to 
improve apartment design quality. It 
recognised that Future Living provided 
a comprehensive assessment of many 
of the issues that need to be addressed 
in terms of quality, design and layout of 
apartment developments.

The recently released draft Planning 
Policy Framework (PPF), which 
proposes updates to the existing State 
Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) 
includes objectives to improve housing 
outcomes, including to provide for a 

range of housing types, to improve 
housing affordability in areas close 
to jobs, transport and services and 
to support well-designed housing. A 
number of strategies are identified to 
support each objective which include 
facilitating affordable housing, a 
mix of housing types and to design 
development to provide good amenity 
for residents. 

Australia’s other capital cities, 
particularly Sydney, are also 
experiencing significant housing 
affordability issues, as are many other 
global cities currently with significant 
population growth, including London, 
New York and Vancouver. 

Figure 1.1: Our process of producing a Housing Strategy
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Our growth 

The City of Melbourne is growing 
quickly and will continue to do so. Since 
2001, our residential population has 
approximately doubled to over 116,000 
people living in over 68,000 homes. Our 
residents are attracted to the lifestyle, 
education and work opportunities, 
services and conveniences. 

This growth is expected to increase 
in the near future with the number 
of dwellings under construction 
increasing rapidly. In 2013, the City of 
Melbourne was the fastest growing 
local government area in Australia with 
11,000 new residents. There were more 
than 3000 dwellings completed in 2013 
which is expected to increase to 5000 
dwellings in 2014 and then up to 8000 
in 2015. 

By 2021, the residential population of 
the municipality is estimated to be 
over 150,000 residents living in 92,000 
homes, increasing to over 190,000 
residents living in over 115,000 homes by 
2031.  

Employment growth over the coming 
years and decades is also projected to 
remain strong and will continue to drive 

housing demand in the municipality. It 
will be important, therefore, to ensure 
that workers essential to Melbourne’s 
economic future are able to live close to 
new jobs. 

Melbourne is well known as a vibrant 
city where education, cultural diversity 
and innovation are supported and 
celebrated. This requires housing that 
is affordable to students and those 
working in the creative arts and other 
similar fields. Our reputation as a 
thriving city of the arts and education 
could be threatened if housing 
affordability continues to decline.

Figure 1.2: Historical, current and projected population and dwelling growth in the City of Melbourne 

116,447
residents currently living in the  
City of Melbourne 
(ABS, June 2013)
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Plan Melbourne predicts there will 
be an additional 310,000 dwellings 
in the central city and surrounds by 
2051. This area, referred to as the 
‘Central Subregion’ in Plan Melbourne, 
is projected to grow from 485,000 
residents in 2013 up to 765,000 
residents by 2031. This will help support 
Melbourne’s central city as Australia’s 
largest business centre with a growth 
from 435,000 jobs in 2011 to almost 
900,000 jobs by 2051. 

Considering the predicted growth, our 
aspiration for affordable, well-designed 
housing is not only a basic requirement 
to be welcoming and accessible for 
people from all walks of life but is also 
an essential component in creating 
successful neighbourhoods, servicing a 
growing economy and leaving a positive 
lasting legacy which successfully 
balances the social, environmental and 
economic needs in one of the world’s 
most liveable cities. 

This is recognised in Plan Melbourne, 
which states that the Victorian 
Government will provide a diversity of 
housing in defined locations that cater 
for different households and are close 
to jobs and services. Plan Melbourne 
identifies that a lack of affordable 
housing for workers closer to their 
workplace can impact on their quality of 
life, due to long commutes to work and 
higher transport costs. 

Ensuring that everyone has access 
to affordable, safe and sustainable 
housing is a central aim of the National 
Affordable Housing Agreement (COAG, 
2009) signed by the Australian and state  
and territory governments. This will 
require the full cooperation of all levels 
of government, the private sector and 
the not-for-profit sector to find positive, 
realistic and achievable solutions. 

Figure 1.3: The Central Subregion area as proposed in Plan Melbourne 
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2. What does this 
strategy cover?

Our role in housing

Homes for People provides a robust, 
short to medium term framework for 
the City of Melbourne to help us achieve 
our housing aspiration. It is based on 
a thorough evidence base to provide 
clear, achievable actions that we can do 
within our local government role and our 
sphere of influence.

A commitment to ensuring everyone 
can enjoy a good quality of life, now and 
into the future, underpins this strategy. 
This means ensuring that there are 
homes to meet the needs of those who 
want to live in the municipality at all 
stages of their lives and whatever their 
circumstances and designed so that 
they actively enhance the quality of 
the neighbourhoods in which they are 
located. 

In effect, the strategy is attempting 
to answer the following over-arching 
question that balances community 
need and the financial viability of 
development:  

How can we help deliver more 
affordable housing while 
improving the design quality 
and amenity of all new homes 
to help meet the diverse needs 
of our residents, while still 
ensuring enough new housing 
is built for our increasing 
population?  

We can’t do this alone. Building 
successful partnerships with a range of 
stakeholders is going to be key to help 
achieve our aspiration. This includes the 
Victorian Government, the not-for-profit 
sector including community housing 
providers and, crucially, the private 
sector who build the majority of new 
homes.  

Plan Melbourne states that the Victorian 
Government should work with local 
governments on mechanisms to 
facilitate greater diversity of housing 
within new developments including 
family-friendly housing, affordable and 
social housing and housing for key 
workers. 

Homes for People sets out the 
mechanisms (in the form of actions) 
which we can initiate to help achieve 
this. The actions will be realised 
primarily through the development 
process and planning system which the 
City of Melbourne has key responsibility 
for managing. 

It is hoped that the goals and actions in 
this strategy will help play an important 
part in ensuring Melbourne remains one 
of the world’s most liveable cities for 
everyone who chooses to live here.
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Figure 2.1: A housing continuum showing the different ranges of housing; homelessness is included 
when all other housing options are inaccessible. The yellow area highlights the area subject of Homes for 
People. The larger the key the more of that housing type in the City of Melbourne - the numbers refer to 
the percentage of City of Melbourne residents in that particular housing type.

Apartment living in our growth areas

The strategy focuses on apartments 
as they are, and will continue to be, 
the predominant housing choice in the 
municipality. Apartment designs can 
vary greatly within a range of different 
building scales and development forms.

The strategy addresses different housing 
tenures with a focus on non-market 
rental housing (a form of social housing), 
private market rental and ownership (see 
figure 2.1). Public housing (another form 
of social housing) is the responsibility of, 
and run by, the Victorian Government. 
Homelessness is explored and addressed 
in the City of Melbourne’s homelessness 
strategy Pathways.

Homes for People concentrates on new 
housing in our growth areas (our urban 
renewal areas and the Hoddle Grid) 
where the majority of new housing will 
occur, as identified in our Municipal 
Strategic Statement (see figures 2.2 
and 2.3). These areas offer significant 
development opportunities for new high 
density housing. As such, this strategy 
does not cover the implementation of 
the new residential zones within the 
Melbourne Planning Scheme, most of 
which is designated as ‘stable’ residential 
areas with low housing growth.  
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Figure 2.2 (top): Our growth areas including our urban 
renewal areas and the Hoddle Grid and the current number 
of dwellings now, the expected number of dwellings by 2021 
and the total capacity of each area where known.  
(capacities derived from structure plans and the Victorian 
Government’s discussion paper Melbourne, lets talk about the 
future)

Figure 2.3 (left): The percentage of new housing 
expected to be within our growth areas (urban 
renewal areas and the Hoddle Grid) compared to 
in the proposed residential zones.
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3. What is happening 
now?

Housing is one of the most broad and 
complex issues faced by cities today 
and Melbourne is no exception. This 
chapter highlights some of the key 
pieces of knowledge around housing 
in the City of Melbourne that together 
help us understand and then directly 
address the specific challenges we face 
in achieving our aspiration.

Government has an important 
role in influencing housing 
outcomes

All three tiers of government directly 
influence housing outcomes (see figure 
3.1). The Australian Government is 
responsible for running national housing 
programs and providing funding for 
housing services to state and territory 
governments. 

The Victorian Government is responsible 
for funding, administering and delivering 
social housing and homelessness 
services and providing financial support 
to renters through private rental 
assistance. The Victorian Government 
also has an important role in statutory 
and strategic planning in Victoria 
through the Department of Transport, 
Planning and Local Infrastructure 
(DTPLI).

The City of Melbourne’s influence 
is direct through planning policy, 
development assessment and financial 
investment in community housing 
and indirect through the provision of 
infrastructure like community centres 
and parks.



Homes
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Figure 3.1: The role of different sectors in the delivery of housing
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Figure 3.2: A summary of the City of Melbourne’s role in housing since 1985
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The City of Melbourne’s long-term 
involvement in housing since 1985 is 
illustrated in figure 3.2. Recently in 
2012 the City of Melbourne required 
50 affordable homes as part of the 
redevelopment of the Boyd School site 
on a City of Melbourne owned site in 
Southbank. Currently, in addition to the 
goals and actions in this draft housing 
strategy, we offer a 35 per cent rate 
rebate to registered affordable housing 
providers. 

We are also committed to reducing 
homelessness and our strategy 
Pathways reflects our commitment to 
creating sustainable pathways out of 
homelessness.

Research from the University of 
Melbourne’s Getting to Yes project 
(Martel, A., Whitzman, C., Fincher, R., 
Lawther, P., Woodcock, I. and Tucker, 
D., 2014) found that all industry sectors 
believe that government-led solutions, 
including planning policy changes and 
infrastructure spending, are the most 
feasible enablers of more diverse and 
affordable housing. 

This finding supports that by Rowley 
and Phibbs (2012) in Sydney and 
Perth about the conflicting desire of 
the development industry to have 
less government involvement in the 
development process, and at the same 
time, more involvement in the process, 
such as targeted planning policies and 
more infrastructure.
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Affordability means different 
things to different people

The terms ‘housing affordability’ and 
‘affordable housing’ are often used 
interchangeably and can sometimes 
have different meanings by different 
organisations. In the context of this 
strategy, the terms ‘housing affordability’ 
and ‘affordable housing’ have specific  
meanings as explained below.

Housing affordability

‘Housing affordability’ is a measure 
of whether market housing may 
be afforded by certain groups of 
households. According to the most 
commonly used benchmark, housing is 
considered unaffordable when rent or 
mortgage payments exceed 30 per cent 
of the gross household income for low 
and moderate income households. This 
is commonly termed ‘housing stress’. 

The reality is that the definition 
of housing affordability varies for 
every household and is dependent 
on particular life circumstances at a 
particular time which consider other 
costs, such as transport, childcare, 
healthcare or education. A total 
household’s budget, therefore, 
provides a more complete and 
accurate framework of the full costs 
of living. This concept is often referred 
to as ‘affordable living’. Importantly, 
affordable living accounts for the 
differing household costs that are 
determined by the location of the home. 
In the inner city, for example, transport 
costs could be significantly lower and, 
to some degree, compensate for higher 
rent or mortgage payments.

From a broad policy perspective it is 
not possible or practical to evaluate 
these different circumstances for every 
household within the municipality. 
The 30 per cent threshold of housing 
affordability, therefore, still provides the 

most useful benchmark of the housing 
situation in the municipality. It is also 
consistent with the way affordability 
is measured in other states including 
New South Wales and by the Council of 
Australian Governments (COAG).

Affordable housing

‘Affordable housing’ refers to housing 
outside the main housing market which 
is subsidised below the market rate and 
provided to specified eligible low and 
moderate income households whose 
needs are not met by the market.

During the community engagement 
on Future Living, 85 per cent of all 
participants chose at least one issue 
relating to housing affordability as 
one of their top five housing issues 
(see figure 3.3). The issues of ‘buying 
a home is unaffordable’ and ‘rent is 
too high’ were the top housing issues 
for all participants, irrespective of 
whether they lived within or outside of 
the municipality. Students, emergency 
workers, hospitality workers, renters 
and those who lived in an apartment 
considered issues related to affordability 
to be more important compared to the 
average response.

Figure 3.3: The percentage of all participants who chose 
at least one housing issue relating to affordability in the 
community engagement on Future Living
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Figure 3.4: Understanding 
weekly housing costs and 
expenses for a median 
household income in the  
City of Melbourne

This household earns the median 
gross weekly income in the City 
of Melbourne of $1352. With 
two income earners, they have 
a net weekly disposable income 
of $1187, after tax. They rent a 
two bedroom apartment at the 
average cost in the municipality 
which costs them $500 per 
week (37 per cent of their gross 
income). This leaves them 
with $687 for other household 
expenses. This is $138 short of 
the Victorian median household 
weekly expenditure of $825*.

This household is deemed to be 
in housing stress as they spend 
greater than 30 per cent of their 
gross income on housing costs. 
They are required to sacrifice 
on other expenses to meet their 
housing costs. They are also 
unable to save any money for 
additional costs or to save for a 
deposit to purchase a home. 
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There is a need for more 
affordable housing 
(subsidised) in the 
municipality

The availability of housing options in 
the City of Melbourne is insufficient 
to meet the needs of low income 
earners. In 2012, only 6 per cent of 
available housing in the municipality 
was affordable to the lowest 25 per cent 
of earners; of this only 1 per cent was 
provided in the private open market (see 
figure 3.5). 

Low income households are increasingly 
having to live in high rent dwellings 
creating greater housing stress. Over a 
ten year period from 2001 to 2011, the 
proportion of low income households in 
high rent dwellings increased from just 3 
per cent to over 18 per cent (see figure 
3.6).

Future Living identified that there is 
a housing affordability issue for key 
workers such as receptionists, cleaners 
and those working in the hospitality 
industry who have poor to limited access 
to all rental dwellings within a 56 minute 
commute of the central city – almost 
three times the travel time suggested 
as desirable within Plan Melbourne’s ‘20 
minute neighbourhood’ concept. 

Between 2001 and 2011, the increase 
in the median rental payment in the 
municipality exceeded income growth 
by 150 per cent and inflation growth 
by 213 per cent. The affordability of 
housing is now impacting households on 
incomes of up to $100,000 per year. This 
includes higher paid key workers such as 
nurses, teachers and emergency workers 
as well as mid-career knowledge 
workers. 

In 2011, approximately half of our renters 
(around 13,000 households) were paying 
greater than 30 per cent of their gross 
household income on housing costs and 
are considered to be in ‘housing stress’. 

Living in the outer suburbs, remote from 
jobs, dependent on public transport 
investment and vulnerable to petrol 
price increases should not be the only 
option for low income earners. The only 
way to guarantee sufficient, secure and 
affordable housing for low to middle 
income earners, therefore, is through the 
provision of subsidised housing.

Figure 3.5: Housing affordability to those in the lowest income 
quartile. This implies that only 6 per cent of housing stock is 
affordable for 25 per cent of households. Of this, 5 per cent was 
subsidised affordable housing and only 1 per cent was provided by 
the private open market.
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The number of vacant 
apartments is increasing, 
without a drop in rental prices

In November 2013, the vacancy rate 
for the City of Melbourne as a whole 
increased from December 2012 from 
around 2.5 per cent to 5 per cent, 
increasing to 7.8 per cent around 
the Hoddle Grid and 9.7 per cent for 
Docklands. While in theory this may 
cause weekly rentals to drop or at 
least stabilise, they do so from a high 
position following the increases over 
the last 10 years. The current average 
for a two bedroom apartment in the 
City of Melbourne is $500 per week and 
$705 for a three bedroom apartment. 
Such rents are still, therefore, unlikely 
to become affordable to many low and 
moderate income households in the 
near future, especially considering our 
growing population. 

Tax structures favour 
homeowners and property 
investors

A recent report Renovating Housing 
Policy by the Grattan Institute (Kelly, 
J-F., Hunter, J., Harrison, C., Donegan, 
P., 2013) found that government tax 
and welfare policies are increasing the 
divide between those who own housing 
and those who do not by favouring 
homeowners and property investors 
over those who rent.

The report states that governments 
provide benefits worth $6,100 on 
average for each homeowner household 
and $4,500 on average for each 
property investor whereas renters 
receive very little support. The report 
calls for governments to reject policies 
that reward those who already own 
homes and make life harder for those 
who don’t by increasing demand 
(through incentives such as negative 
gearing) which contributes to an uplift in 
property prices.

Figure 3.6: Percentage of low, medium and high cost rental dwellings 
occupied by low income earners (those earning less than $600 per week) 
in the City of Melbourne
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Our problem is not land 
supply

A lack of land supply for new housing 
is often cited as the major cause of 
housing becoming less affordable and 
increasing supply is often seen as the 
‘silver bullet’ solution. While a lack of 
land supply is a significant issue in many 
other international cities such as Sydney 
and London, there is a sufficient supply 
of land for new housing in metropolitan 
Melbourne for the next 30 years 
according to the Victorian Government 
(Department of Transport, Planning and 
Local Infrastructure, 2013). 

Certainly within the City of Melbourne, 
our urban renewal areas, identified 
within our Municipal Strategic Statement 
and supported in Plan Melbourne, 
have sufficient land for new housing to 
accommodate the projected population 
growth. These central city growth 
areas can accommodate over 80,000 
new homes which will more than 
accommodate the projected housing 
growth in the future of over 45,000 new 
homes by 2031. 

The increased supply, however, is not 
solving the affordability problems and 
there is little evidence that increasing 
supply leads to long term decreasing 
prices in high value areas in the central 
city.  For example, the recent rezoning 
of the Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal 
Area doubled the supply of land in the 
capital city zone. This doubling of land 
supply has produced no perceptible 
reduction in the value of land or an 
increase in affordability of apartments in 
the City of Melbourne.

High land value and 
construction costs are 
impacting affordability, 
housing mix and design 
quality

A lack of available land for new housing, 
therefore, is not the primary driver of 
housing becoming less affordable. The 
Council of Australian Governments 
(COAG) highlighted that all things being 
equal, more efficient supply should put 
downward pressure on house prices. 
Addressing supply-side impediments, 
however, may not cause house prices 
to fall or rents to ease significantly. It is 
possible for high house prices to exist 
even in a relatively efficient market. This 
is because other structural and cyclical 
factors — such as population growth and 
unemployment rates — also play a major 
role in determining the level and growth 
of house prices and rents (COAG, 2012).

In high value markets such as the City 
of Melbourne, high land values and 
construction costs associated with 
infill urban renewal and building tall 
buildings increase development costs 
and add significantly to the challenge 
of housing affordability. Site assembly 
and remediation can also add additional 
costs. 
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Moreover, many of the apartment 
developments include a significant 
amount of car parking and ‘luxury’ items 
such as second bathrooms, gyms and 
swimming pools. As well as adding to 
the development cost thereby ultimately 
to the cost by the end user, they also 
contribute to higher body corporate, 
on-going energy and maintenance costs. 
These costs can significantly reduce the 
ability of households to afford to rent or 
buy these new apartments. 

Securing Victoria’s Economy 
(Department of Premier and Cabinet, 
2013) found that Melbourne is acutely 
affected by high construction costs, 
particularly when compared to similar 
eastern capital cities of Sydney and 
Brisbane. It identified that Melbourne is 
the most expensive city for construction 
for residential projects in Australia, 
which has a significant impact on the 
affordability of housing and the shape of 
our cities. 

In 2010, a study for the National Housing 
Supply Council (NHSC) found that it 
was roughly three times more expensive 
to build infill housing than housing 
on greenfield sites. In 2011 the NHSC 
identified high construction costs for 
medium and high density dwellings 
as a barrier to infill development, 
alongside difficulties in preparing land 
for construction, delays in securing 
development finance, lengthy and 
sometimes uncertain planning and 
development assessment processes and 
community opposition to high density 
dwellings (NHSC 2010).  

The impact of planning and rezoning on 
land values and thus housing delivery 
is significant. Once land is zoned for 
high-density housing development, the 
land value uplift is significant due to the 
potential to deliver a large number of 
new homes. Recent research, however, 

identified that almost all landowners 
have unrealistic price expectations 
which is often based on a failure to 
understand the development process, 
the risks involved and a belief that land 
prices never fall (Rowley, S. and Phibbs, 
P., 2012). 

More realistic expectations could 
address this and be provided through, 
for example, plot ratio controls (ratio of 
the gross floor area of a development 
to its site area), density policies or 
more mandatory height controls 
which could help create more realistic 
expectations for landowners. This could 
be further strengthened if developer 
contributions, affordable housing and 
design requirements were also clear at 
the outset. 
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Development finance and 
viability are crucial to deliver 
new housing

Profit

As important as land supply in the 
delivery of new housing is that 
development needs to be profitable. 
If a proposed development doesn’t 
provide a developer with a level of 
return that adequately compensates 
for the risk involved, usually a profit of 
around 15 to 25 per cent of the total 
development costs, the development 
will not go ahead, restraining the supply 
of new homes. Higher density residential 
development, as is the primary form 
of housing in our municipality, is often 
considered to be a higher risk, high 
cost activity requiring a higher financial 
return.

The exact profit required will depend 
upon a number of risk factors such 
as the current economic conditions, 
the quality of the location and its 
ability to support the specific type of 
development (such as high-density 
apartments), the state of demand and 
the level of uncertainty surrounding the 
development approval (Rowley, S. and 
Phibbs, P., 2012). 

Finance

Development also needs to be profitable 
for the lender (usually banks), without 
which a development will not have 
the finance to proceed. Due to the risk 
adverse nature of lenders in financing 
housing developments, what is built 
today is based more on proven sales 
records than on predictions of what will 
be required or desired in the future. This 
creates difficulties for developments to 
respond to current or projected needs, 
such as changes in the desirability of 
families wanting to live in the inner city.

Lenders also consider the equity of 
the developer, that the projected 
profit margin will cover unforeseen 
circumstances, and design issues, such 
as the size of apartment, to ensure that 
they are financing a proven product that 
will sell. Increasingly, a minimum number 
of pre-sales are required, off the plan, 
to reduce the bank’s financial risk. Off 
the plan pre-sales can favour investors 
who often have different needs and 
requirements than owner occupiers and 
can accept greater levels of risk.

Recent research by the University 
of Melbourne (Martel, A., et al 2014)  
identified that industry professionals 
from across different sectors believe 
that development costs and financing 
for affordable housing are the major 
barriers to project success. 

Developer contributions

The City of Melbourne is currently 
progressing two planning scheme 
amendments that together require an 
increase in the provision of developer 
contributions (see figure 3.7). These will 
require developers to contribute to the 
cost of providing new infrastructure, 
such as community facilities or public 
realm upgrades and open space. It 
has been argued that as developer 
contributions add to the cost of housing 
development they add to the problem of 
housing affordability. They are, however, 
crucial to help retain the liveability of the 
city and build successful and sustainable 
neighbourhoods. New housing 
development will also benefit from the 
uplift in value of a site if open space and 
community facilities are nearby. 
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Figure 3.7: A comparison of developer contribution 
requirements in the City of Melbourne (proposed) 
compared to the cities of Sydney and Brisbane

Investors have a dominant 
influence on the (lack of) 
housing mix and quality

Investment plays a vital role in 
Melbourne’s economy, particularly to 
help finance high density housing. It also 
creates a number of complexities and 
challenges in achieving our aspiration 
with 85 per cent of apartments 
purchased in the municipality as a 
financial product, not as a home for 
the purchaser. Investors requirements 
for a financial return are driving the 
demand for smaller, one or two bedroom 
apartments of around $450,000 or 
less. Larger apartments, can and will 
sell, but with longer lead times and 
marketing costs creating financial 
risk to developers and banks (City of 
Melbourne, 2013a).

New housing needs to be designed as 
a home for people rather than solely a 
product for investors. Recent research 
from the Property Council (Property 
Council, 2012) regarding the demand 
side drivers of apartments concluded 
that ‘the needs of the ultimate occupiers 
(i.e. renters) are not the primary 
consideration for developers, purchasers 
or financiers’. 

As well as having its own local housing 
need, Melbourne is part of a national and 
global housing market. New dwellings 
are being bought by overseas investors, 
due in part to its on-sale potential, tax 
incentives, the perception as a safe, 
low-risk investment due to our stable 
government and property ownership 
laws and Melbourne’s status as one of 
the most liveable cities in the world. 

Melbourne’s apartment market, 
particularly in the Central City Region, 

is no longer acting as a traditional 
housing sub-market to service the 

basic accommodation needs to the 
city’s growing population.

(Charter Keck Cramer, 2013)
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Future housing conditions within the 
City of Melbourne, therefore, are likely 
to be increasingly distorted by non-local 
factors such as residency applications, 
currency fluctuations and changing 
property investment regulations. 
(Charter Keck Cramer, 2013).

Larger scale developers appear to be 
assuming ever growing prominence 
within the City of Melbourne. In 2012, 
developments of over 200 dwellings 
accounted for 85 per cent of new 
dwellings constructed. These projects 
are targeted to investors and are likely to 
require large budgets meaning smaller 
developers are forced elsewhere. Large 
developments tend to reduce the type 
and mix of new housing available, while 
developers will be unwilling and seen as 
too risky to put more than a given level 
of new homes onto the market in any 
period so as to avoid a reduction in the 
rate of sales. 

Greater dispersion and competition for 
housing developments should increase 
the speed and choice at which homes 
are built, while offering a greater mix 
and type of new homes to help create a 
more distinct and different product.

Buying a home in the inner 
city is outside the reach of 
many households

Purchasing a home is becoming more 
expensive; between 2001 and 2011, the 
increase in median mortgage payments 
exceeded income growth by 176 per 
cent and outpaced inflation by 250 per 
cent (City of Melbourne, 2013d). Over 
the course of 2013, home values within 
Melbourne increased by 8.5 per cent and 
the median apartment price reached 
a record $481,000 (RP Data-Rismark, 
2014). 

In January 2014 the Demographia 
Housing Affordability Survey (Cox, 
W., and Pavletich, H., 2014) identified 
Melbourne as the sixth least affordable 
city in the world in which to purchase 
housing and classified as ‘severely 
unaffordable’ (see figure 3.8).

There is now a distinct lack of affordable 
apartments for low to moderate income 
households to purchase with only 2 per 
cent of apartments within a 56 minute 
commute distance affordable to those 
on a wage similar to receptionists, 
cleaners and hospitality workers. This 
marginally improves to 24 per cent for 
tertiary educated key workers such as 
nurses and teachers. 
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The analysis in Future Living emphasised 
the importance of a having two incomes 
in a household to enable a home 
purchase; this was true even for higher 
paid knowledge workers with a median 
income of $95,000. The analysis did 
not address initial dwelling purchase 
costs such as the need for a deposit or 
stamp duty which is likely to worsen 
significantly the problems of housing 
affordability to purchase.

There is a strong correlation between 
net worth of individuals and home 
ownership (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 2014). For many households, 
their dwelling is their main asset and 
their long-term financial security, able 
to be passed on to their children, use 
as equity during financial difficulties 
and can avoid the state government 
needing to help meet housing costs 
after retirement. Home ownership also 
has wider benefits such as greater social 
cohesion which is improved through 
stable housing choices. Our analysis 
shows, however, that the opportunity 
to gain financial security and a sense 
of community belonging through home 
ownership is diminishing. 

Figure 3.8: The least affordable cities in the world according to the 
Demographia Housing Affordability Survey 2014
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High levels of housing 
supply isn’t delivering a 
good housing mix and social 
diversity in the community

Building successful homes and 
neighbourhoods is not just about a 
sufficient supply of land and housing; 
the type and form of what we build 
is just as important to ensure that the 
supply of new housing translates into 
homes where people want to live. The 
National Housing Supply Council’s final 
report (National Housing Supply Council, 
2013) stressed that tackling the housing 
shortage is not simply about increasing 
the number of homes being built; it is 
also important to build a diverse range 
of dwellings. Producing the right mix 
of homes contributes to developing 
sustainable communities that work for 
the population at large.

A diversity of housing choices can 
foster a community which is inclusive 
of different household needs and 
circumstances, including family size, 
household composition, income and 
health. It can help to address social 
exclusion and avoid issues with 
gentrification and social polarisation. 

To stand the test of time and ensure 
a diversity of housing choices, new 
housing needs to be designed with a 
range of people of different ages and 
backgrounds in mind who may occupy 
the home over its lifetime. 

New housing in the City of Melbourne 
increasingly consists of apartments with 
two or less bedrooms and of decreasing 
size. Half of all new apartments built 
from 2006-2012 were one bedroom 
apartments, a third had two bedrooms 
while only 9 per cent had three or more 
bedrooms, which tend to be expensive 
penthouses rather than family friendly 
homes (see figure 3.9). 

Figure 3.10: Ninety six per cent of over 20,000 
apartments in over 100 developments currently in 
the pipeline have just two or fewer bedrooms (City 
of Melbourne (City Research) 2014).

Figure 3.9: Dwelling types by number of 
bedrooms from 2006-2012 - only 9 per cent had 
three or more bedrooms.
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Ninety six per cent of over 20,000 
apartments in over 100 developments 
currently in the pipeline have just two 
or fewer bedrooms (figure 3.10). This is 
failing to meet the projected demand 
for family-friendly three bedroom 
apartments which is expected to make 
up at least 8000 households by 2031, 
equivalent to around 9 per cent of total 
households.

The proportion of one and two bedroom 
apartments is partly driven by the 
perceived demand that inner city 
living is still only for students, young 
professionals and retirees, thereby only 
needing very small homes with few 
bedrooms and minimal space to cook, 
eat, relax and move around. The demand 
is also largely driven by investors, 
who typically avoid the high sale price 
and low return rate of three bedroom 
apartments. 

While projected growth of family 
households is relatively low, many of 
the inner city schools are at, or close 
to, capacity suggesting more families 
with children are moving into the central 
city than market-led projections. More 
families with children live in Southbank 
and Docklands today than were 
predicted by the market-led projections. 
The provision of new infrastructure such 
as a school may increase the demand for 
family friendly dwellings. 

Demographic forecasts are based on 
existing trends and market-driven 
patterns of growth. They cannot predict 
changes in demand driven by shifting 
household preferences towards inner 
city living or new infrastructure such 
as schools. The projected demand 
for friendly-family three bedroom 
apartments, therefore, is likely to be 
conservative. 

Research into the impacts of high-
density housing based around the need 
for families (Waltham Forest Council, 
London, 2009) identified the two key 
choice factors of sufficient internal 
space and the provision of private 
outdoor space if high density apartment 
living is to be adopted by families. 
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Quality, amenity and 
performance are decreasing 
while density is increasing

A good standard of design and amenity 
goes well beyond what a building looks 
like and its particular architectural 
style. Future Living highlighted the 
poor quality outcomes that are 
being delivered in recent housing 
developments. Only 16 per cent of 
new developments were reviewed as 
‘good’, with zero ‘good’ developments 
recorded in the high rise category (over 
16 storeys). The research identified 
a number of common design issues, 
including very small apartment sizes, 
poor building and apartment layouts, 
limited flexibility, adaptability and 
accessibility and poor levels of internal 
amenity due to lack of light, ventilation 
and privacy. 

Apartment size

The size of an apartment is often 
fundamental to achieving good levels 
of amenity. New homes must have 
enough space for basic daily activities, 
be able to accommodate standard 
sized furniture, have storage space 
for everyday items and be adaptable 
and flexible in their layout to allow for 
different lifestyles and users. 

The trend in the City of Melbourne, 
however, is for increasingly small 
apartments with 40 per cent having less 
than 50 m2 of floor space, the minimum 
size for one bedroom apartments in 
Sydney, Adelaide and London. Consumer 
research in London (Bartlett K et al, 
2002) shows that space is high on 
the list of priorities of the increasing 
number of one-person households 
and that criticism about lack of space 
is expressed by all groups of home 
buyers with singles just as vociferous as 
families. 

The expectation that a development 
can have more, smaller dwellings 
can increase land value which in turn 
promotes even smaller dwellings. 
Given the need to create balanced 
communities, however, this is not 
a formula for the long-term social 
sustainability of Melbourne.

Some two bedroom apartments 
currently being marketed or proposed 
in the municipality are of a similar size 
as that of a one bedroom apartment in 
other cities (see figure 3.11). This is of 
particular concern given the affordability 
and lack of three bedroom homes and 
the role, therefore, that well designed 
two bedroom apartments could play 
in being potentially occupied as family 
homes or as shared households. 

Evidence on attracting and retaining 
families in inner urban, mixed income 
communities (Silverman E. et al, 2005) 
reviewed several London case studies 
and found that these communities work 
best when the homes are designed with 
families in mind, with adequate storage, 
ample kitchens, family bathrooms and 
access to outdoor space where possible. 

Evidence from the Department of 
Health in the UK established ‘Healthy 
Standards of Living for all’ as one of six 
policy objectives that will help reduce 
health inequalities (Marmot, 2010). The 
quality of the home environment was 
identified as part of the equation of a 
healthy standard of living. Definable 
characteristics of the home that 
contribute to health include access to 
natural daylight and appropriate noise 
insulation and layouts which promote 
privacy in the home to avoid stress. 
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Figure 3.11: The differences between a 
small one bedroom 42 m2 apartment 
and a standard one bedroom 50 m2 
apartment (above) and a recent two 
bedroom apartment development 
proposal for a 52 m2 two bedroom 
apartment (right). 

Space should be measured as gross 
internal area (GIA) and therefore not 
include walls or balconies.

Some two bedroom apartments 
currently being marketed or 
proposed in the municipality are of a 
similar size as that of a one bedroom 
apartment in other cities. Minimum 
sizes for two bedroom apartments in 
other cities are:

•	 Sydney   70 m2

•	 City of Adelaide  65 m2

•	 London   61-70 m2  
(depending if 3 or 4 occupants)

•	 Singapore   60-65 m2
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Existing policy guidance 

Future Living identified that Melbourne 
has the narrowest and least rigorous 
policy guidance on housing quality for 
medium and high density developments 
when compared to like cities. In Sydney, 
Adelaide and London, for example, 
specific and measurable outcomes 
include not only minimum apartment 
sizes, but also requirements for the 
orientation of apartments, minimum 
internal amenity standards relating to 
daylight, sunlight and privacy and levels 
of internal storage.

Very high density living

Many of the poor design qualities 
recorded in our municipality can be 
attributed to excessive densities. While 
high density development is needed to 
accommodate Melbourne’s population 
growth in a sustainable way, it must 
be done well. It is important that new 
development optimises the use of land, 
but that doesn’t equate to maximising 
the amount of development that can be 
placed on a site. A recent decision by 
the Victorian Civil and Administrative 
Tribunal (VCAT) for a 36 storey 
residential building at 58-66 La Trobe 
Street stated:

‘Rather than attempting to 
maximise the intensification of 
the site, it may be that a more 
modest yield could produce 
dwellings with an acceptable 
level of amenity both for 
future residents and those in 
adjoining buildings’

Problems with noise, daylight, privacy 
and overlooking all become more acute 
as densities increase. Higher density 
development also creates increased 
pressure on space and leads to more 
intensive use of communal, shared 
areas such as entrances, corridors, and 
lifts with subsequent management and 
maintenance implications. For these 
reasons, higher density development 
requires strong guidance and more 
careful design. 

The densities of some Melbourne 
developments are in excess of 5000 
dwellings per hectare. They are up 
to four times the maximum densities 
allowed in planning policies in other very 
high density cities such as Hong Kong, 
New York and in Sydney and ten times 
the densities allowed in London (see 
figure 3.12). Densities between 150 and 
500 dwellings per hectare have been 
referred to as ‘superdensity’ in London 
(Design for London, 2007) with the call 
for high quality design and management 
if they are to be successful.

Extreme site densities are not needed 
to accommodate the projected 
population growth of Melbourne. If 
such developments do go ahead, 
they should be high quality and offer 
residents a good quality of life, be highly 
environmentally friendly and designed 
with sufficient flexibility so as to have 
long-term appeal. 

The demand from investors for smaller 
apartments, the lack of planning policy 
guiding internal amenity along with few 
enforceable density or height controls 
means that the apartment market in the 
municipality is in danger of leaving a 
lasting legacy of poor quality housing.  
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Figure 3.13 (above): Case study of a high density block in 
Southbank. This block will accommodate approximately 9000 
residents at a density of 1300 dwellings per hectare. Eight of 
the eleven towers shown are constructed or have planning 
approval.

Figure 3.12 (below): The highest 
density policy controls for Melbourne 
and other global cities. In New 
York a greater density is offered 
if affordable housing is provided 
(as shown). In London, there is a 
requirement to provide affordable 
housing within this control.

The controls in other cities are for 
densities on individual sites. The only 
control in Melbourne in the Hoddle 
Grid is by block rather than by site 
and is therefore difficult to enforce. 
The result is often very high density 
development, sometimes of over 
5000 dwellings per hectare. 

While it is recognised that actual 
developments may be of a higher 
density than policy requirements, 
these controls at least offer a 
starting point for discussions and a 
shared understanding of the likely 
density for each site. If a control is 
exceeded,  this often requires greater 
community benefit to be provided. 
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The majority of high-rise 
housing in our municipality 
delivers poor environmental 
performance

Through good design, construction 
and operation, new buildings can 
have a significant impact in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, water use 
and waste production. The City of 
Melbourne has recently introduced an 
Energy, Water and Waste Efficiency 
local planning policy (Clause 22.19) into 
the Melbourne Planning Scheme that 
seeks to ensure that all new buildings, 
including residential developments, 
achieve high environmental standards.

The policy applies specific industry 
recognised standards for energy, water 
and waste efficiency with required 
performance levels depending on use 
and size of the proposed building.

Zero Net Emissions by 2020 (Update 
2014) is our strategy to become a 
carbon neutral city and create a 
sustainable future for the municipality. 
The strategy recognises that the 
environmental performance of many 
new homes has significant room for 
improvement, most notably in high-rise 
apartment developments. It identifies 
the need to establish a baseline and 
develop a long-term target for energy 
performance of apartment buildings in 
the first year of the implementation plan. 

A key challenge is to achieve the largest 
reduction in emissions for the least 
cost by encouraging energy efficient 
retrofits in apartment building common 
areas as well as within the apartments 
themselves. Smart Blocks, a national 
program developed in partnership 
between Strata Community Australia, 
City of Sydney, City of Melbourne, 
Owners Corporation Network of 
Australia and Green Strata will be key 
to helping respond to this challenge. 
It helps apartment owners and their 
managers to improve the energy 
efficiency of common property in 
apartment buildings.

Poor design quality combines to result 
in poor environmental performance 
as more energy is required to provide 
mechanical ventilation and artificial light. 
Common property, particularly long 
internalised corridors without access to 
natural light and ventilation, car parking 
and added ‘luxuries’ such as gyms and 
swimming pools can account for half 
the energy attributed to a high rise 
resident, who on average consume 25 
per cent more energy than those in a 
detached dwelling (NSW Department 
of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural 
Resources, 2005). 

This doesn’t mean we should be building 
more low rise dwellings, rather we need 
to start building better quality more 
energy efficient apartments. This could 
also help improve the affordability 
of housing, as the management, 
maintenance and energy bills of poorly 
performing apartments and buildings 
can add significantly to the cost of 
living. 
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Our lack of housing mix and 
affordability is impacting 
on long-term community 
building and support for a 
vibrant cultural life

The predominance of high-cost, one and 
two bedroom, small and inadaptable 
apartments is driving the establishment 
of a homogenous population in 
regards to household income, age and 
employment of our residents (City of 
Melbourne, 2013b). 

The City of Melbourne already 
experiences a high population turnover, 
in the order of 70 per cent every five 
years, with residents choosing to 
live elsewhere. Research shows that 
community-forming is dependent on 
residents staying in place long enough 
to form connections with other locals 
and to have a sense of pride and 
an active involvement in their local 
neighbourhood. 

Melbourne is well known as a vibrant 
city where education, cultural diversity 
and innovation are supported and 
celebrated. This requires housing that 
is affordable to students and those 
working in the creative arts and other 
similar fields.

If current market trends continue, 
virtually all low and many moderate 
income households will not be able 
to afford to live in our municipality. 
This could affect many people over 
the course of their life depending on 
changing circumstances such as people 
having families, changing careers or 
retiring. Whereas high-skilled, high-
income people can afford higher 
housing costs associated with central 
locations in large cities, lower income 
people risk getting locked out of these 
locations and potentially out of the 
housing market altogether (Kelly, J-F., 
Mares, P., Harrison, C., O’Toole, M., 
Oberklaid, M., Hunter, J., 2012).
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In this part you will find out: 

•	 The three goals that will help us achieve our 
aspiration

•	 How the goals have been derived and are 
interdependent to each other

•	 Our proposed actions to help achieve our goals

part two
our goals  
anD actions
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4. what are our 
goals?

Introduction

Homes for People has three primary goals 
that will help us achieve our aspiration 
to deliver an inner and central city where 
housing is affordable, well-designed and 
meets the diverse needs of our residents. 
They are:

 

Help provide at least 1721 affordable homes 
(subsidised) for low and moderate income 
earners by 2021

GoaL 1

improve the design quality and 
environmental performance of new 
apartments

GoaL 2

foster a high level of awareness 
and knowledge around good housing 
outcomes

GoaL 3
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How have the goals been 
derived?

The goals are focused on achieving 
our aspiration. They address the 
current housing challenges facing our 
municipality highlighted in Part One and 
have been strongly informed by industry 
stakeholders and the wider community. 

Importantly, the engagement identified 
that a key plank of our housing 
aspiration, housing diversity, is best 
achieved through the provision of more 
affordable and better quality homes, 
rather than a goal in itself, as it had 
originally been positioned in Future 
Living. 

Requiring more three bedroom homes, 
for example, is unlikely to increase 
the diversity of housing available to 
families or shared households if they are 
unaffordable or poorly designed. Within 
each goal, therefore, lies a commitment 
to diversity. 



Help provide at least 1721 
affordable homes (subsidised) for low 
and moderate income earners by 2021

GoaL 1
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This goal helps to provide more 
affordable housing for low to moderate 
income households in the City of 
Melbourne to help them live closer to 
work, improve their quality of life, create 
socially mixed neighbourhoods and 
support economic growth. It will help 
to close the gap between the number 
of households seeking affordable 
housing and the amount of affordable 
housing available to them. It will also 
reduce the 13,000 rental households 
in the municipality who are currently 
considered to be in ‘housing stress’.

Affordable housing is subsidised 
below the market rate and provided 
to specified eligible low and moderate 
income households whose needs are 
not met by the market. This includes 
those who are not usually so poorly paid 
that they are entitled to low income 
housing assistance from the Victorian 
Government. 

During the community engagement on 
Future Living, the options to address 
our housing challenges of ‘Require a 
proportion of affordable rental housing 
in new developments’, ‘Support 
more social housing for vulnerable 
households’ and ‘Facilitate proven 
schemes that help people buy a home’ 
were in the top seven housing options 
(out of 14) for both residents of the City 
of Melbourne and those living outside of 
the municipality.

In our submission to Plan Melbourne we 
called for the elevation of the priority of 
social and affordable housing targets, 
definitions and delivery, similar to that in  
South Australia and Western Australia.

The target in our goal is based on 15 
per cent of new dwellings estimated 
to be built between 2016 and 2021 
which do not currently have a planning 
permit or are at an advanced stage 
of the development process. A target 
of 15 per cent is comparable with 
other Australian state capitals. It is the 
same as that required by the City of 
Sydney in Sustainable Sydney 2030, by 
Economic Development Queensland on 
large residential redevelopment sites 
(enforced through mandatory planning 
provisions) and that of the South 
Australian Government on urban renewal 
sites in Adelaide. 

The affordable housing should be 
managed by a registered housing 
association and preferably provided 
in mixed tenure developments of 
private market housing and affordable 
housing to help ensure socially mixed 
and diverse communities. The housing 
should be ‘tenure blind’ where affordable 
housing and private market housing 
are indistinguishable from one another 
in terms of design quality, appearance 
or location within a site. The housing 
should remain as affordable housing 
or the subsidy should be repeated for 
alternative affordable housing provision. 
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The goal helps respond to one of Plan 
Melbourne’s aims to encourage greater 
levels of investment in affordable 
housing, including encouraging the 
integration of social and affordable 
housing options within major urban 
renewal and growth area housing 
developments (Victorian Government, 
2014). 

The affordable housing could include a 
mix of ‘social rented’, ‘affordable rented’ 
and ‘intermediate’ housing depending on 
the housing need at the time, economic 
viability and the ability of stakeholders 
to deliver and manage a particular type 
of housing. Preference should be given 
to those most in need in low income 
households. 

‘Social rented housing’ is usually 
provided to low income households 
and is typically ‘capped’ rent based 
on income levels – this is considered 
to be ‘public housing’ if owned by the 
Victorian Government or ‘community 
housing’ if owned by a housing 
association. 

‘Affordable rented housing’ is usually 
provided to low and moderate income 
households at discounted rents, 
commonly managed by a housing 
association. The Australian Government’s 
National Rental Affordability Scheme 
(NRAS) was an example of this type 
of housing, which can help provide 
affordable housing to households while 
reducing the subsidy required when 
compared to that for social rented 
housing. 

Intermediate housing is that which helps 
people into home ownership. This has 
many benefits for the owner and the 
wider community by helping people to 
accumulate a financial asset which can 
provide greater financial stability, can 
avoid the government needing to meet 
housing costs after retirement (which 
could be significant as more people live 
longer) and helps to provide more stable 
communities.

The Affordable Homes program in South 
Australia is an example of providing 
intermediate housing through a shared 
equity scheme. To ensure the subsidy 
can be reinvested to more affordable 
housing, the program requires 
households to repay Housing South 
Australia the original discounted amount 
of the new home plus a share in the 
increased value of the property. 

The Community Land Trust model, where 
an organisation holds land in perpetuity 
for affordable housing, could also be a 
way of providing intermediate housing 
while ensuring the subsidies can be 
reinvested in more affordable housing.

The goal helps set a realistic and 
informed target for the provision of 
affordable housing in the municipality, 
while providing a valuable measure 
against which we can track progress 
and evaluate the effectiveness of the 
strategy. Achieving our goal will depend 
to a significant extent on the support of 
a range of industry stakeholders. These 
include:

•	 The private sector, who will continue 
to provide the majority of new 
housing in the municipality;

•	 The skills and capacity of housing 
associations and other not-for-profit 
organisations to help deliver and 
manage the affordable housing;

•	 The Australian Government for 
continuing to invest in affordable 
housing; and

•	 The Victorian Government to 
support national schemes, ensuring 
a sufficient supply of social housing 
and enabling our actions through the 
Victorian planning system.



improve the design quality and 
environmental performance of 
new apartments

GoaL 2
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This goal responds to the need to 
improve the design quality and amenity 
of new apartments in the municipality. 
It focuses on the particular need to 
improve the internal design and amenity 
of new homes as this was a significant 
issue identified in Future Living.

The quality of new homes is just as 
important as the quantity of homes 
available to ensure a positive lasting 
legacy for future generations. Good 
quality apartments can also help ensure 
the integrity and return on investment 
for investors, particularly considering 
the significant supply of new apartments 
proposed in the coming years. Ensuring 
homes retain their value is also 
important to help secure longer term 
financial independence and wellbeing.

Much of the new housing in the 
municipality will be in high density 
developments. Done well, high density 
housing can contribute to successful 
urban renewal by improving the vitality 
and viability of local communities and 
creating walkable neighbourhoods, 
where homes are close to shops, 
services and jobs. It is important, 
however, to design for both the 
opportunities and the risks posed by 
the shift towards much higher density 
housing.

Fundamental to a resident’s quality 
of life is the size and layout of an 
apartment. No amount of sensitive or 
innovative design can compensate for 
apartments that are too small to meet 
the basic living requirements of the 
household. 

It is widely accepted that in New South 
Wales the State Environmental Planning 
Policy 65 – Design Quality of Residential 
Flat Development (SEPP65) and the 
supporting Residential Flat Design 
Code (RFDC) has improved the design 
quality of new housing. During the 
recent review of SEPP65 and the RFDC, 
the Property Council of Australia (New 
South Wales Division) stated that the 
policies and guidelines did bring about 
an improvement in apartment design 
and amenity and that the quality of 
medium and high density residential 
development will play a key role in 
ensuring future urban growth is widely 
accepted and successful. 

There is no evidence to suggest 
that similar policies and guidance in 
Melbourne will not result in similar 
outcomes. They can also provide 
greater certainty and consistency to 
the development industry, thereby 
making a more efficient development 
process, reducing development risk and 
improving affordability.

‘...the policies 
and guidelines 
did bring 
about an 
improvement 
in apartment 
design and 
amenity’
The Property Council 
in their response to the 
review of SEPP65 and 
the Residential Flat 
Design Code in New 
South Wales



foster a high level of 
awareness and knowledge 
around good housing outcomes

GoaL 3
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One of the clear findings from the 
community engagement on Future 
Living was that the City of Melbourne, as 
a well respected capital city authority, 
has an important role to play in leading 
awareness and knowledge around better 
housing outcomes. This view supports 
research from industry stakeholders in 
Sydney and Perth from both the private 
and public sectors that the issue of 
leadership is very important: leadership 
promoting the benefits of infill 
development, coordinating infrastructure 
provision and driving public acceptance 
of higher density development and 
affordable housing (Rowley, S. and 
Phibbs, P. 2012).

The City of Melbourne has been 
addressing the need for good housing 
outcomes through a range of policies, 
strategies and initiatives over the last 
thirty years (see figure 3.2). Our 1985 
Strategy Plan formed the foundation 
for the subsequent decades of the 
city’s urban renewal, while the highly 
successful Postcode 3000 helped 
facilitate and support residential 
development in and around the central 
city, including a range of affordable 
housing projects. 

Future Melbourne, our Municipal 
Strategic Statement and the recently 
adopted structure plans for our urban 
renewal areas have all supported the 
supply of new housing in a sustainable 
manner with a desire for affordable 
housing. 

We will continue to proactively engage 
with the community to help shape 
planning scheme amendments and 
structure plans and to help increase 
awareness and knowledge of the 
benefits of good quality urban renewal 
and the need for socially mixed, 
sustainable neighbourhoods. This 
helps provide our community with 
the knowledge to have an informed 
discussion around urban renewal and 
new housing in the City of Melbourne 
at a strategic level and help set 
expectations of the likely scale and type 
of future change.

The release of Future Living and 
its award-winning community 
engagement helped raise awareness and 
understanding of the current housing 
issues facing the city and possible 
ways of improving housing outcomes. 
It also directly influenced the Victorian 
Government through publications such 
as Plan Melbourne.  

We are committed to continue to show 
leadership, provide direction and work 
collaboratively with all stakeholders and 
the broader community to help achieve 
better housing outcomes for the City of 
Melbourne.
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How are the goals 
interdependent? 

The need to improve the design quality 
of new homes while also improving 
housing affordability has sometimes 
been framed as a choice between the 
two. Housing affordability and design 
quality, however, are interdependent 
and are both required for the long 
term sustainability and liveability of 
Melbourne. Other global cities, such 
as Hong Kong, Singapore, London and 
Sydney, require developments to deliver  
both affordable and well-designed new 
housing.

Well-designed homes help ensure they 
are energy efficient and don’t have high 
energy, management and maintenance 
costs for the occupant. Equally, good 
quality development designed for its 
context is crucial to it being accepted by 
the community which can help enable a 
quicker planning process and reduce risk 
and cost for the developer which is often 
passed on to the purchaser. 

There is a perception that the easiest 
and most common way to respond 
to affordability issues in the City of 
Melbourne is to design and build 
smaller apartments. The combination 
of increasing affordability issues and 
increasingly smaller apartment sizes, 
however, refutes claims that affordability 
can be achieved by building smaller and 
smaller homes. 

A recent decision by the Victorian Civil 
and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) for a 
36 storey housing development at 58-66 
La Trobe Street supported the City of 
Melbourne’s refusal of the scheme and 
found that the internal amenity of the 
proposed scheme was particularly poor 
(see figure 4.1). 

The panel identified that the lack of 
storage for such small apartments 
indicates that they have been designed 
as investment properties with scant 
consideration for the living conditions 
of future residents. It also stated that 
the fact that surrounding developments 
have poor regard to height and amenity 
is not a reason to approve yet another 
development with poor levels of 
amenity. 

The panel did not accept the applicant’s 
contention that a trade-off for the 
availability of the attributes of the 
cultural city is an apartment with a poor 
level of amenity and specifically stated 
‘using affordability as an argument does 
not justify reducing amenity to a bare 
minimum’. 

The quality of new residential 
development, therefore, should not 
be reduced to the lowest common 
denominator in pursuit of affordability 
– a so-called “race to the bottom” – 
and any required design and amenity 
standards should be based on a 
reasonable quality level for the people 
that will live in each home. 

The Australian Government’s National 
Rental Affordability Scheme specifically 
required the affordable dwellings to 
be indistinguishable from other middle 
market dwellings. Rigorous selection 
criteria were applied relating to the 
location, design and amenity of NRAS 
dwellings. 

The standard of new housing should 
not differ between affordable and 
private sector housing as the tenure 
could change over the lifetime of the 
home. A level playing field is important 
to ensure that every household would 
have a home that was adequate for 
their current needs and flexible for their 
future.

‘using 
affordability as 
an argument 
does not justify 
reducing 
amenity to a 
bare minimum’
VCAT panel comment 
for housing development 
at 58-66 La Trobe Street 
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Figure 4.1: The proposed development at 58-66 La Trobe Street which was refused 
a planning permit by the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT)
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Housing affordability could potentially 
be improved by reducing the amount of 
car parking and expensive communal 
facilities such as gyms and swimming 
pools within new housing developments. 
Reduced provision of such items not 
only reduces both the short term costs 
of the initial construction and long term 
costs of maintenance, but can also result 
in significantly better design outcomes 
while successfully increasing the density 
of the development, thus improving a 
development’s economic viability and 
possibly affordability if passed on to the  
end user.

The third goal helps raise awareness 
about both affordable living and 
apartment quality and will help people 
make more informed choices and 
decisions about where they live. 

How will the goals and 
actions impact economic 
viability?

It is important to ensure that the goals 
and actions of the strategy do not 
add undue barriers to the delivery of 
new housing and render new housing 
development economically unviable, 
effectively worsening the situation by 
diminishing supply. 

Avoiding further intervention into the 
housing market, however, will make it 
impossible to secure affordable housing 
as developers will maximise profits by 
avoiding the inclusion of affordable 
housing to market developments in 
the vast majority of infill locations 
(Rowley S. and Phibbs, P. 2012). It is 
clear, therefore, that greater intervention 
is required – doing nothing is not an 
option. 

To achieve both outcomes - viable 
housing development with affordable 
housing - the goals and actions in the 
strategy focus on streamlining the 
planning process and informing land 
value by providing more certainty of 
what is required and possible to both 
landowners and developers.

Assessments of development feasibility 
take into account market demand 
and supply, what is permissible under 
planning policy, development costs, 
infrastructure contributions as well 
as finance charges, professional fees 
and land costs. Economic viability 
assessments are based on a snapshot 
in time and assumptions which are also 
often subject to debate and change 
depending on government policies, 
market and economic cycles. They also 
ignore significant differences from one 
development proposal to another, such 
as land purchase costs, contamination, 
site access and financing conditions.  
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In addition, the development of our 
growth areas will not all happen at once 
but over time based on the specific 
constraints or opportunities of each 
site, the market’s ability to support 
new housing and the delivery of new 
supporting infrastructure, such as 
public transport, community facilities 
and schools. Any broad viability testing 
carried out is soon out of date and uses 
too many assumptions to be meaningful 
for a particular site or area.

There is little value, therefore, in  
assessing viability ‘now’ for 
developments which are unlikely to 
built for another two, five, or even 20 
years’ time. If, after considering the 
current market conditions and a site’s 
particular characteristics, concerns 
exist about the viability of a specific 
development, developers could consider 
a more rigorous ‘open book’ approach 
to demonstrate their concerns. This 
is standard practice in cities such as 
London, which use practical legal 
agreements to link affordable housing 
provision to final sales revenues. This 
ensures that viability is retained but 
affordable housing is provided as long 
as an agreed profit margin is reached. 

There are currently over 17,000 
apartments under construction or 
with a planning permit and likely to be 
constructed in the municipality by the 
end of 2016. It is considered, therefore, 
that there is sufficient supply to 
accommodate the growing population 
in the short term which offers time for 
the industry to adjust to the actions 
and potential changes to the planning 
scheme proposed in this strategy 
without damaging supply or reducing 
affordability further.
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5. how will the goals 
be achieved?

This chapter describes what the City of 
Melbourne will do over the next three 
years through 12 specific actions to help 
achieve our goals. The actions work 
together as in some instances an action 
may help to deliver more than one goal.

In addition to the specific actions 
outlined below, the City of Melbourne 
will continue to advocate to the 
Australian and Victorian Governments 
and other key industry stakeholders 
as opportunities arise. Our submission 
to the Australian Government’s Senate 
Inquiry into Affordable Housing is 
an example of this advocacy (City of 
Melbourne, 2014).

We will also continue to work on 
related actions in our other strategies 
to improve housing outcomes, such as 
those in our Zero Net Emissions by 2020 
(Update 2014) strategy, A Great Place to 
Study – International Student Strategy 
and our Pathways: Homelessness 
Strategy 2014-2017.

Affordable housing 
on City of Melbourne 
owned land

Consider a ‘Boyd High 
School style’ model for 
delivery of affordable 
housing on Council 
owned sites that are 
redeveloped for housing 
in the future.

The City of Melbourne demonstrates 
its commitment to affordable housing 
by including requirements on our own 
land as it is redeveloped for housing. 
As part of the current redevelopment 
of the Boyd school site in Southbank, 
we ensured that 20 per cent of all 
the residential apartments would be 
affordable housing. This translated into 
50 affordable housing apartments for 
low and moderate income households, 
with an additional 20 accessible 
apartments for people with disabilities. 

If other City of Melbourne owned sites 
are redeveloped for housing in the 
future, we will consider a similar model 
to the Boyd High School site. 
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Development 
bonuses

Support development 
bonuses to incentivise 
the provision of 
affordable housing 
through the planning 
scheme in Arden-
Macaulay and 
encourage in other new 
urban renewal areas 
(Fishermans Bend and 
E-gate).

Development bonuses are a way of 
providing an incentive for a developer 
to deliver additional apartments in a 
proposed development in exchange 
for providing affordable housing. 
Incentivising works best when there are 
sufficient existing controls, such as those 
relating to height, density or floor space 
ratios (or a combination) that can be 
surpassed, when appropriate, to provide 
the developer with a bonus above the 
amount of a development allowed for a 
particular site.

It is important that development 
bonuses are targeted at the developer 
and not inadvertently passed to the 
landowner in the form of land value 
uplift, further worsening issues with 
land value and potentially housing 
affordability. As such, specific 
development bonuses should be 
negotiated with the developer on a site 
by site basis. Consideration also needs 
to be given to ensure that this process 
doesn’t add undue time and uncertainty 
to the process or result in a loss of 
amenity for existing or new residents. 

We heard during the community 
engagement on Future Living, that 
developers preferred incentives for 
affordable housing over mandatory 
controls. This view was also expressed 
during the consultation by the Victorian 
Government on the Draft Vision for 

Fishermans Bend urban renewal area. 
Given the lack of mandatory controls 
within the municipality, however, and 
particularly within the Capital City Zone, 
there are currently only limited areas 
where development bonuses could work. 

One of these areas is the Arden-
Macualay urban renewal area. The Future 
Melbourne Committee, at its 4 June 
2013 Committee meeting, resolved that 
community benefit, which could include 
affordable housing, should be required 
in order to increase the preferred 
maximum height by a maximum of 30 
per cent. 

Other areas where development bonuses 
could potentially work are urban renewal 
areas where the planning of each area 
is still underway, such as Fishermans 
Bend and E-gate. Consideration 
could be given to providing sufficient 
development controls (such as height, 
density or plot ratio) in order to provide 
a threshold from which to establish a  
development bonus. 
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Inclusionary zoning

Require 15 per cent 
affordable housing 
(subsidised) through 
inclusionary zoning in 
the planning scheme in 
all growth areas (urban 
renewal areas and the 
Hoddle Grid).

Our growth areas provide the best 
opportunity to increase the supply of 
affordable housing. This action, to be 
delivered through a planning scheme 
amendment, would require developers 
to provide 15 per cent of the residential 
development proposed on a site as 
subsidised affordable housing. The 
action operates on the knowledge that 
all the land in urban renewal areas will 
continue to increase in value as a result 
of its rezoning and/or public investment 
in infrastructure in the area. 

The concept of inclusionary zoning, 
previously developed through the Inner 
Melbourne Action Plan, was endorsed in 
2008 by a Senate Committee charged 
with finding ways to improve housing 
affordability. The committee called on 
states to pass laws requiring affordable 
housing to be included in ‘all new 
developments’. Plan Melbourne states 
‘our plan is to encourage greater levels 
of investment in affordable housing, 
including encouraging the integration 
of social and affordable housing options 
within major urban-renewal and growth-
area housing developments’ (Victorian 
Government, 2014). 

The Property Council, in their submission 
to Plan Melbourne (Property Council, 
2013) highlighted that strategic 
redevelopment sites, such as Fishermans 
Bend, could have real potential for a 
large component of affordable housing. 

This won’t happen, however, without 
government intervention as naturally 
developers want to receive the best 
value for each dwelling (Rowley, S. and 
Phibbs, P., 2012).

With sufficient notice of the introduction 
of inclusionary zoning, a developer 
purchasing the land can factor into 
the land price the affordable housing 
requirement, similar to the way this 
happens for other associated costs. 

Inclusionary zoning may, in the short 
term, increase the cost of housing on 
sites where developers have purchased 
land prior to the introduction of the 
requirement for affordable housing. 
Work commissioned by the Inner 
Affordable Housing Working Group 
(Biruu, 2008), however, considered that 
the expected increase in purchase cost 
of approximately $3000 per apartment 
would not be material in the market as it 
represents less that 1.1% of the dwelling’s 
value (in the highest scenario) and is 
likely to be swamped by other unrelated 
factors such as inflation, land costs, 
building costs and taxes.

While 15 per cent of affordable housing 
is the target, the maximum reasonable 
amount of affordable housing should 
be sought towards this aim when 
negotiating on individual proposals 
having regard to the need to encourage 
rather than prevent residential 
development, the strong need for 
affordable housing in the municipality 
and the wider benefits this would bring, 
resources available to fund affordable 
housing, the implications of phased 
development (for larger sites) and the 
specific circumstances of individual 
sites.

Care needs to be taken to ensure that 
the implementation of inclusionary 
zoning does not add unnecessary 
complexity or delays to the approvals 
process.
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Victorian Apartment 
Design Standards 
(underway)

Work with the Office of 
the Victorian Government 
Architect and other key 
stakeholders to deliver 
the Victorian Apartment 
Design Standards.

As Victoria’s population continues to 
grow and the need to deliver housing 
at higher densities becomes more 
pressing, the design and amenity of 
new apartments will only become more 
important. The intent of these standards 
is not to limit design possibilities 
and innovations but to uphold basic 
standards of amenity and ensure a 
legacy of quality housing equips Victoria 
for a sustainable future.

The Office of the Victorian Government 
Architect is leading the development 
of design standards for residential 
apartment buildings of five storeys or 
more. The City of Melbourne is directly 
informing the preparation of the 
standards.

The standards help to deliver Initiative 
2.1.5 of Plan Melbourne ‘Improve the 
quality and amenity of residential 
apartments’. The New South Wales 
Residential Flat Design Code and its 
regulatory context (SEPP65) have 
been taken as a benchmark of national 
and international best practice. The 
Victorian Planning Provisions provide 
an ideal mechanism to consolidate 
standards for new apartments across 
Melbourne providing clarity at the outset 
of any development project of what is 
expected. 

Following the concerns highlighted 
regarding the design and amenity of 
new residential developments in Future 
Living, the standards should deliver 
positive outcomes in regards to:  

•	 Building orientation and separation, 
built form, open space and 
landscape.

•	 Daylight and sunlight access, natural 
ventilation, thermal comfort and 
resource efficiency.

•	 Acoustic performance.

•	 Accessibility, entry and circulation.

•	 Apartment size, layout, storage space 
and adaptability.

•	 Privacy and outlook.

•	 Private outdoor space and communal 
space and facilities.
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Ratings tool

Work with the Office 
of the Victorian 
Government Architect 
and other stakeholders 
to create a ratings 
tool for new housing 
development.

We will work with the Office of the 
Victorian Government Architect and 
other key stakeholders to help develop 
a ratings tool for new residential 
development. The tool, similar to a 
ratings tool commonly seen on new 
appliances for example, could provide a 
rating for new residential development 
based on criteria established from the 
Victorian Apartment Design Standards. 

The tool can help stimulate a 
conversation between local authorities, 
the development industry and the 
community and help raise awareness 
and knowledge of what constitutes 
good housing. 

A similar tool, Building for Life 12 
(Design Council CABE, 2012) operates 
in the United Kingdom as the industry 
standard for well-designed homes and 
neighbourhoods and is endorsed by 
central government. 

Higher density living 
paper

Partner with the 
Office of the Victorian 
Government Architect 
and other stakeholders 
on a good design and 
higher density living 
paper.

Through the production of the Victorian 
Apartment Design Standards, the need 
to consider the broader opportunities 
and challenges relating to higher density 
living was identified. This will link the 
housing conversation more broadly to 
central city planning issues.

A discussion paper could highlight 
examples of where this has been done 
well and discuss and debate if any 
additional policy controls are required 
to maintain liveability in higher density 
environments. For example, density 
controls may provide greater certainty 
to the amount of development a site 
could successfully achieve, while also 
being able to plan with more certainty 
for sufficient support infrastructure 
such as schools, open space and public 
transport.

We will partner with the Office of the 
Victorian Government Architect and 
other stakeholders to develop a paper 
that considers key issues in regards to 
density. 
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Good housing 
campaign

Develop a campaign to 
raise awareness of good 
housing 

Community and stakeholder feedback 
on Future Living highlighted the value 
that the City of Melbourne can add by 
informing the broader public about 
good housing outcomes. Possible ideas 
for the campaign include:

•	 A buyers/renters guide – this could 
help residents know what to look 
for when buying or renting an 
apartment, particularly off-plan. 

•	 Help support and promote new 
innovative forms of residential 
development (such as Citiniche) 
to provide a greater housing mix 
and different types and quality of 
new homes. There is an embryonic 
movement in Melbourne for 
developments where the design is led 
by the purchasers before planning 
permission is sought. Examples of 
this in Berlin have improved housing 
affordability by enabling home 
buyers to remove components of the 
housing that they do not want to use 
and pay for, such as car parking or 
luxury features (Alves T and London 
G, 2012).

•	 Develop and progress the use of our 
3D model to help further understand 
and highlight the quality and impacts 
of new residential developments.

•	 Investigate running an ‘Open House’ 
event which enables the community 
to view good examples of high 
density housing developments.

•	 Publish annual housing development 
data for the municipality to help 
inform the market and the monitoring 
of the housing strategy.

Resident surveys

Undertake surveys 
of residents living in 
apartments in new high 
density developments 
to help inform future 
actions, policies and the 
market.

Resident surveys can better 
connect policy research and market 
expectations with the lived experience 
of our residents. They can help test 
assumptions about what it is like to live 
in the city. The surveys could be both 
quantitative and qualitative and help:

•	 Identify the factors behind residents’ 
decisions to live in high density 
housing;

•	 Identify ingredients of a successful 
high density development as 
perceived by their occupants;

•	 Identify the negative and positive 
experiences and issues with living in 
high density housing; and

•	 Help understand if the negative 
experiences or features contribute 
to the relatively high turnover of 
residents in the municipality (70 per 
cent of the population in 2011 did not 
live in the municipality in 2006).  
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Inner city 
coordination

Coordinate the successful 
delivery of local housing 
strategies with the 
Metropolitan Planning 
Authority, members of 
the Central Subregion 
and the Inner Melbourne 
Action Plan.

We understand that many of the housing 
challenges within our municipality 
are also evident in surrounding 
municipalities, many of whom have 
their own housing strategies. Our 
membership of the Inner Melbourne 
Action Plan (IMAP), together with the 
cities of Port Phillip, Yarra, Stonnington 
and Maribyrnong, enables us to all work 
together on inner city regional issues. 
Previous work has included prolonged 
advocacy for affordable housing. 

The establishment of the Metropolitan 
Planning Authority and the requirement 
for this authority to prepare a Central 
Subregion Strategic Growth Framework 
Plan, as identified in Plan Melbourne, is 
a significant opportunity for housing 
issues to be fully addressed by the 
Victorian Government at an appropriate 
regional scale. Homes for People, 
alongside other local housing strategies, 
can help guide and inform the housing 
elements of this regional plan. The 
plan must also connect housing to 
infrastructure delivery, which can help 
support family living, critically including 
the provision of new schools in the inner 
city.

Housing Advisory 
Committee

Set up a Housing 
Advisory Committee 
to help develop 
evidence, knowledge 
and partnerships with 
industry and community 
stakeholders and help 
implement the Housing 
Strategy.

As a capital city council, the City of 
Melbourne delivers a range of programs 
and initiatives which contribute to the 
cultural, social and economic vitality of 
Melbourne. To assist with this process, 
we have a number of key advisory 
bodies, chaired by Councillors, whose 
work facilitates development and 
implementation of such activities. 

A Housing Advisory Committee 
would provide high level advice and 
further develop effective partnerships 
between the City of Melbourne, the 
residential development industry and 
the community. The Committee would 
help implement Homes for People, 
share new evidence and knowledge to 
inform future work and advise on the 
monitoring & evaluation of the strategy.
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Annual reporting

Report annually to 
the Future Melbourne 
Committee on the 
implementation of the 
Housing Strategy.

Homes for People will only make 
a difference if it is implemented. 
Monitoring the implementation and 
progress of the actions will ensure 
transparency in the delivery of the 
strategy. An annual report will be 
produced and presented to the Future 
Melbourne Committee each year which 
will report against the progress of the 
actions in the final strategy and potential 
key performance indicators (KPIs). 

Each year within the annual report we 
will develop an implementation plan 
which will set out the key priorities for 
the next year of the strategy based on 
the current progress of the actions and 
current needs and priorities. 

City of Melbourne 
Apartment Design 
Standards  
(if required)

Develop a planning 
scheme amendment for 
improved apartment 
design quality in 
the municipality to 
complement the 
Victorian-wide standards.

Depending on the final content of the 
Victorian Apartment Design Standards 
approved by the Victorian Government 
(see Action 4), there may be the need to 
complement and expand the standards 
so as to successfully respond to the 
specific challenges being faced in the 
City of Melbourne. 

Such challenges include those relating to 
the particularly high densities currently 
being experiencing in the central city 
and the specific forms of development, 
such as the podium and tower, which 
are not often seen outside of the 
municipality. 

This is a similar approach taken by 
the City of Sydney through their 
Development Control Plan 2012 which 
complements and expands upon the 
state-wide Residential Flat Design Code 
given the specific context of central 
Sydney.
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Figure 5.1: A provisional programme for the development and 
delivery of the 12 actions. This will be subject to review each year 
within the annual report and is dependent on current priorities 
and the progress of stakeholder partnerships.
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explanation of terms 
used in this strategy
Affordable housing is housing outside 
the main housing market which is 
subsidised below the market rate and 
provided to specified eligible low and 
moderate income households whose 
needs are not met by the market.

Affordable living addresses the full 
costs of living in a certain location, 
including additional transport costs 
and impacts on a household’s day-to-
day schedule due to lack of access to 
services and facilities.

Affordable rented housing is usually 
provided to low and moderate income 
households at discounted rents, 
commonly managed by a housing 
association.

The Building Code of Australia (BCA) is 
a uniform set of technical provisions for 
the design and construction of buildings 
and other structures throughout 
Australia.

The central city area currently 
encompasses the central city grid, the 
area between Victoria Street, La Trobe 
Street and Docklands. Through current 
planning scheme amendments, it is 
proposed to also include Southbank and 
areas of City North.  

The Commonwealth Rental Assistance 
Scheme (CRAS) is an Australian 
Government initiative to provide funding 
for low income households in private 
rental accommodation.

The Council of Australian Governments 
(COAG) is the peak intergovernmental 
forum in Australia. The members of 
COAG are the Prime Minister, State and 
Territory Premiers and Chief Ministers 
and the President of the Australian Local 
Government Association.

Community Housing is owned and/
or managed by not-for-profit or 
community groups.

A Development Control Plan (DCP) is a 
planning policy document for the City of 
Sydney.

The Department of Human Services 
(DHS) is a Victorian Government 
department providing public and social 
housing and support for low income 
Victorians.

The Department of Transport, Planning 
and Local Infrastructure (DTPLI) is 
a Victorian Government department 
responsible for managing the state’s 
planning system and building stronger 
communities. (Previously known as the 
Department of Planning and Community 
Development).

Double-loaded corridors occur where 
apartments are located on both sides of 
an internal corridor.

Dual aspect dwellings are dwellings 
with two external facades.

High income earners are those who earn 
$1500 or more per week (gross).

High rent dwellings rent for $450 or 
more per week.

Homelessness - there are three 
categories of homelessness which were 
developed to understand and assess 
the number of people experiencing 
homelessness in Australia in the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 
Census. These are:

•	 Primary homelessness includes those 
without conventional accommodation 
such as people living on the streets, 
sleeping in derelict buildings, or using 
cars for temporary shelter.

•	 Secondary homelessness includes 
those who move frequently from one 
form of temporary shelter to another. 
This category covers people 
accommodated in homeless services, 
people residing temporarily with 
family and friends and those using 
rooming or boarding houses on an 
occasional basis.
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•	 Tertiary homelessness includes those 
who live in boarding houses on a 
medium to long term basis. This type 
of accommodation typically does not 
have self-contained rooms and 
residents share bathroom and kitchen 
facilities. Rooming house residents do 
not have the security of tenure 
provided by a lease.

Housing affordability is a measure of 
whether housing available on the main 
housing market may be afforded by 
certain groups of households.

Housing associations expand new 
housing through construction, 
purchase or acquisition, using a mix of 
government funds and private sector 
investment. They also manage housing 
portfolios - properties owned by 
themselves or leased from other parties, 
such as the Director of Housing (DHS).
There are currently eight registered 
housing associations in Victoria.

Housing size refers to the amount 
of internal and external floor space 
available for residents to live in and the 
number of people who are able to live 
comfortably in a dwelling with enough 
space for a range of activities to take 
place at the same time.

Housing stress when housing is 
considered unaffordable as rent or 
mortgage payments exceed 30 per cent 
of the gross household income for low 
and moderate income households.

Housing tenure refers to whether 
the housing is privately owned (or 
mortgaged), part-owned or part-
rented through shared equity, privately 
rented, socially rented (for example, 
public housing, transitional housing or 
community housing), a rooming/board 
house or serviced apartments.

Housing type can refer to the form of 
the house - if it is a townhouse, house 
or an apartment in a high or low-rise 
development, the number of bedrooms 
and whether it is usable and accessible 
for all people.

Inclusionary zoning is a planning 
provision requiring incorporation of 
a certain use or facility in approved 
developments in the interests of 
maintaining environmentally responsible 
or sustainable outcomes.

The Inner city is the area within the City 
of Melbourne municipality surrounding 
the central city, including Carlton, 
Kensington, Parkville, North Melbourne, 
West Melbourne, South Yarra West and 
East Melbourne.

Key workers is a term that broadly 
implies occupations necessary to the 
efficient functioning of a city and 
communities, particularly service 
industry workers. Such occupations 
could include, for example, emergency 
workers, nurses, teachers, police, 
hospitality workers and cleaners.

Knowledge workers are those whose 
main capital is knowledge. Such 
occupations could include financiers, 
lawyers, engineers, scientists or 
researchers.

A Local Environment Plan (LEP) is a 
policy document for the City of Sydney.

Low income earners are those who earn 
between $1 - $599 per week (gross).

Low rent dwellings rent for $0 - $199 
per week.

Middle income earners are those who 
earn between $600 - $1499 per week 
(gross).

Medium rent dwellings rent for $200 - 
$449 per week.
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The Municipal Strategic Statement 
(MSS) is a high level land use and 
development strategy which forms part 
of a Planning Scheme.

The National Affordable Housing 
Agreement (NAHA) is an agreement by 
the Council of Australian Governments 
(COAG) that commenced on 1 January 
2009 initiating a whole-of-government 
approach in tackling the problem of 
housing affordability.

The National Rental Affordability 
Scheme (NRAS) was an Australian 
Government initiative to stimulate the 
supply of affordable rental dwellings.

The Office of the Victorian Government 
Architect (OVGA) provides leadership 
and strategic advice to government 
about architecture and urban design and 
promotes an awareness about how good 
design can make great living places and 
urban environments.

Owner occupiers are those who own 
their home outright or have a mortgage.

The Planning Scheme sets out policies 
and provisions for use, development 
and protection of land. Each local 
government area in Victoria is covered 
by a planning scheme. The City of 
Melbourne is covered by the Melbourne 
Planning Scheme.

Public Housing is owned and managed 
by the Victorian government. 

Registered Housing Associations 
develop, own and manage rental 
housing properties. 

A single aspect dwelling is a dwelling 
with only one external façade.

Social Housing is a term used to 
describe public, community and 
transitional housing.

Transitional Housing is owned by the 
Victoria Government but managed by 
the community housing sector.

State Environmental Planning Policy 
65 is the Design Quality of Residential 
Flat Development (SEPP 65) Planning 
policy and guidance aimed at improving 
the design quality of residential flat 
buildings in New South Wales. It 
contains principles for good design and 
provides guidance for evaluating the 
merit of design solutions. 

Structure Plans are planning documents 
that guide the land use and built form 
of future development in the City of 
Melbourne’s urban renewal areas.

Urban Renewal Areas are areas 
identified by the City of Melbourne in 
the Municipal Strategic Statement for 
future growth.

VCAT is the Victorian Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal.
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How to contact us

Online: melbourne.vic.gov.au
Telephone: 03 9658 9658
7.30am to 6pm, Monday to Friday
(public holidays excluded)

Translation services

National Relay Service: If you are deaf, hearing impaired or speech-
impaired, call us via the National Relay Service: Teletypewriter (TTY) 
users phone 1300 555 727 then ask for 03 9658 9658

9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday
(Public holidays excluded)

In person:
Melbourne Town Hall - Administration Building
120 Swanston Street, Melbourne
7.30am to 5pm, Monday to Friday
(Public holidays excluded)

In writing:
City of Melbourne
GPO Box 1603
Melbourne VIC 3001
Australia

Fax: 03 9654 4854


